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v4.10Q: JavaScript regex for replacing spaces within a textarea? What I am trying to do is take a
input box with a few spaces, and output it with no spaces at all. Basically, I am validating a series of
text areas and each text area is supposed to only have exactly that many spaces. If the user starts a
text area and spews out a bunch of messed up text, the function loops through and removes the
excess spaces. It's an exercise I am working on in JavaScript. Here is what I have so far: function
removeSpaces(text){ var spaces = RegExp(/[\s]+/g); var newText = ""; text.replace(spaces, "");
return newText; } So far, it's not working at all. Any help would be greatly appreciated. A: You
should use String.replace(): text.replace(/\s/g, ""); Q: c++ multi-threading - check if data is updated
if a thread is sleeping Suppose I am a "producer" - the producer is a class that manages the setting
of a data field in a mutexed manner. It gets accessed by the "consumer" and the consumer can take
as long as he wishes to wait. Every time the consumer is done, I want the producer to be notified
that his data has been updated. Unfortunately my producer doesn't have a way of synchronizing with
the consumer, and therefore I would like some way of checking if the data has been updated. I also
don't want to force the consumer to wait, so this should be done in one thread, and the setData() can
still be called from other threads. Is there a "correct" way to do this? I am concerned about false-
positives, race conditions, or...? I haven't seen any tutorials on dealing with this kind of problem
when using multiple threads and I feel that I am missing something.... I know about synchronization
primitives, but it feels like using them is not the only way to do it - I am not sure what I am missing.
Thank you in advance! A: I would
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